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If you have thick hair, you know that finding a short hairstyle that works for
you can be a challenge. But don't worry, we've got you covered! In this
article, we'll share 60 of the best short hairstyles for women with thick hair,
so you can find the perfect look for you.

Bobs

Bobs are a classic short hairstyle that works well on all hair types, including
thick hair. There are many different types of bobs, so you can find one that
suits your face shape and personal style. Here are a few of our favorite bob
hairstyles for thick hair:

Blunt bob: This bob is cut to a sharp, even length all around. It's a
great choice for women with thick, straight hair.
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Angled bob: This bob is cut shorter in the back than in the front, which
creates a flattering angle that helps to reduce the appearance of thick
hair.

Graduated bob: This bob is cut with shorter layers in the back and
longer layers in the front, which creates a more textured and
voluminous look.

Asymmetrical bob: This bob is cut with one side longer than the
other, which creates a unique and eye-catching look.

Pixies

Pixies are another great short hairstyle for women with thick hair. Pixies are
short and sassy, and they can be styled in a variety of ways to suit your
personal style. Here are a few of our favorite pixie hairstyles for thick hair:

Classic pixie: This pixie is cut short all over, with a slightly longer
fringe in the front. It's a great choice for women with oval or heart-
shaped faces.

Asymmetrical pixie: This pixie is cut with one side longer than the
other, which creates a unique and edgy look.

Layered pixie: This pixie is cut with shorter layers in the back and
longer layers in the front, which creates a more textured and
voluminous look.

Undercut pixie: This pixie is cut with a shaved or buzzed section in
the back or sides, which creates a cool and edgy look.

Undercuts



Undercuts are a great way to add some edge to your short hairstyle.
Undercuts are shaved or buzzed sections of hair, usually on the sides or
back of the head. They can be paired with any type of short hairstyle,
including bobs, pixies, and even long hair.

Here are a few of our favorite undercut hairstyles for thick hair:

Undercut bob: This bob is paired with a shaved or buzzed section in
the back or sides, which creates a cool and edgy look.

Undercut pixie: This pixie is paired with a shaved or buzzed section in
the back or sides, which creates a cool and edgy look.

Undercut long hair: This long hair is paired with a shaved or buzzed
section in the back or sides, which creates a unique and eye-catching
look.

Layers

Layers are a great way to add volume and texture to thick hair. Layers can
be added to any type of short hairstyle, including bobs, pixies, and
undercuts.

Here are a few of our favorite layered hairstyles for thick hair:

Layered bob: This bob is cut with shorter layers in the back and
longer layers in the front, which creates a more textured and
voluminous look.

Layered pixie: This pixie is cut with shorter layers in the back and
longer layers in the front, which creates a more textured and
voluminous look.



Layered undercut: This undercut is paired with shorter layers in the
back and longer layers in the front, which creates a more textured and
voluminous look.

Bangs

Bangs are a great way to add some personality to your short hairstyle.
Bangs can be cut in a variety of styles, including straight across, side-
swept, and even curly.

Here are a few of our favorite bang hairstyles for thick hair:

Straight across bangs: These bangs are cut straight across the
forehead, which creates a classic and polished look.

Side-swept bangs: These bangs are swept to one side of the
forehead, which creates a more relaxed and casual look.

Curly bangs: These bangs are cut with a natural curl, which creates a
unique and eye-catching look.

If you have thick hair, there are endless possibilities when it comes to
finding a short hairstyle that works for you. With so many different styles to
choose from, you're sure to find the perfect look that complements your
face shape and personal style. So what are you waiting for? Start browsing
our gallery of short hairstyles for thick hair and find the perfect look for you
today!
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